Classic Cocktail
Masterclass
Our original and best loved package!
Let our expert Mixologists give you a
demonstration and introduction to the
art of making cocktails, before you step
behind the bar yourself to shake up your
own drinks; and best of all enjoy your
creations afterwards.
You will be greeted with a Bellini on
arrival, before learning to make two of
your own cocktails each. By the end of
this 90 minute session you will be
making cocktails for all of your friends
like a true pro!

£30

per person

G & T Party

Malt Masters

Join us at a tea party for grown-ups; gin
makes everything more exciting after
all! Our presenters will take you on a
journey through the world of all things
gin, sharing their comprehensive
knowledge and fun facts on the topic.

Translated from the Gaelic for ‘Water of
Life,’ whisky is without a doubt
Scotland’s best loved spirit.

You will sample three different gins, with
the option to add your choice of tonic
and fruits. You’re bound to have a
favourite, and you will end the class with
a bang by using your preferred gin to
make your very own cocktail behind the
bar to sip on whilst you discuss your gin
knowledge with the rest of the party!

Our presenters will share their expert
knowledge about Scotland’s biggest
export, before letting you sample a
range of four distinctive malts, each
complimented by a suitable
food pairing.
By the end of this session you will be a
true Malt Master!

£20

per person

All of our packages last 90 minutes and require a minimum group size of 8.

£20

per person

Tea Time Tipple

Shake and Share

Dine Sublime

Design and Dine

Add a touch of sophisticated
elegance to your package
with a selection of
sandwiches, scones, sweet
treats and your choice of tea
or coffee!

All that cocktail shaking and
spirit tasting works up quite
an appetite! Let us serve you
some tasty sharing boards
during your class to take the
edge off…

Go all out and make a night of
it by dining from our specially
designed three course menu,
using the best locally sourced
produce and our head chef’s
years of expertise!

Not sure which of our great
packages to pick?

£12 per person
supplement

£8 per person
supplement

£25 per person
supplement

Our most popular and best
value package includes a
90 minute cocktail making
session with three cocktails
per person, a gourmet three
course meal and free access
with queue jump to
Shanghai club!
This combines the Classic
Cocktail Masterclass
and Dine Sublime.

£55

per person

